Performance of Fixed Speed Wind Turbines under System Frequency Deviations
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Abstract
This paper studies the impact of system frequency deviations on the operation of fixed speed induction generators used in wind turbine generation systems (WTGS). It presents an analytic method to predict the angular speed, torque and current during and after a frequency disturbance. The proposed method can be used to evaluate the operation limits of the WTGS during frequency deviations.

1 Introduction
Several authors have treated the impact of voltage dips on fixed speed and variable speed WTGS and analyzed voltage and transient stability during those events [2–5].

Literature reports the impact of WTGS on the system frequency [6], inertia response of different wind turbine technologies [7] and comparison between inertia response of single fed and double fed induction generators [8]. WTGS can also have control strategies for system frequency regulation [9–11].

During a frequency variations, the operation point of wind turbine is changed due to the modification of the machine reactances and the slip. To prevent inappropriate operation of wind parks, they are equipped with a frequency relay that disconnects it after a severe frequency disturbance [12]. In power systems with high wind power penetration, those frequency deviations can provoke a massive wind farms disconnection that can lead to power system oscillations [13]. Modern WTGS usually are variable speed WTGS. Nevertheless, fixed speed WTGS were installed in large proportions in power grids over the last years. Therefore it is still a matter of interest to study the interaction of fixed speed WTGS with power system during frequency deviations.

This work presents an analytic method for the calculation of angular speed, torque and current for WTGS before, during and after a frequency disturbance. In literature, [15] treats a small-signal dynamic model of a fixed-speed (induction machine based) wind farm connected to an electrical power
Introduces a dynamic induction system and [16] machine model representations for frequency variations. Both authors are not treating the impact of frequency deviations on the operation point of the WTGS.

2 Linearized WTGS Equations

In order to analyze the impact of frequency deviations on the operation point of WTGS, the torque-angular speed characteristics (Fig. 1) of a squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG) and the wind turbine rotor torque-angular speed characteristic should be studied. The stable operation point of a fixed speed WTGS is the intersection of both torque curves at any system frequency. The SCIG torque characteristics can be linearized by the approach form Kloss [23].

2.1 Turbine rotor torque

The aerodynamic turbine rotor model expressed in [18] and [20] is used in order to describe the turbine rotor torque generated from the wind.

Assuming a constant average wind speed, wind turbines operate around a steady-state operating point. For small disturbances, torque equation can be linearized over this steady-state operation point [15] by

\[
\Delta T_M = K_\alpha \Delta \omega_m + K_\beta \Delta v_w + K_\gamma \Delta \theta
\]

where \(T_{M0}\) and \(\omega_{M0}\) are the mechanical torque and the angular speed at the operation point and

\[
K_\alpha = \frac{1}{\omega_{M0}}(K_a - T_{M0})
\]

\[
K_\beta = \frac{1}{\omega_{M0}} K_b
\]

\[
K_\gamma = \frac{1}{\omega_{M0}} K_c
\]

being

\[
K_a = \left. \frac{\partial P_w}{\partial \omega_m} \right|_{\lambda_0, \vartheta_0}
\]

\[
K_b = \left. \frac{\partial P_w}{\partial v_w} \right|_{\lambda_0, \vartheta_0}
\]

\[
K_c = \left. \frac{\partial P_w}{\partial \vartheta} \right|_{\lambda_0, \vartheta_0}
\]

2.2 Steady State operation point after a frequency disturbance

Fig. 2 shows the torque-speed characteristics of both induction generator and turbine rotor. A modification of the system frequency will modify the generator torque, defined by approximation by Kloss. The former stable operation point \(T_{m0}\) and \(\omega_{m0}\) will be modified and the new stable operation point \(T_{m1}\) and \(\omega_{m1}\) is established. Assuming constant wind speed and no fast active stall control reaction, the rotor torque increment expressed in p.u. and referred to the high speed shaft:

\[
\Delta T = K_\alpha \Delta \omega_m = K_\alpha (\omega_{m1} - \omega_{m0})
\]

where

\[
K_\alpha = \frac{1}{\omega_{M0}} \left( \frac{1}{2} \rho R^2 v_w ^0 \frac{\partial C_p}{\partial \lambda} \Big|_{\lambda_0, \vartheta_0} - T_{M0} \right)
\]
In order to be able to equal machine and turbine rotor torque equations, (3) should be converted to p.u. system. The new operation steady state torque after a frequency disturbance is yielded setting equal both equations. Therefore,

\[ T_{m0} + K_\alpha \Delta \omega = 2 T_k s_k (1 - \frac{\omega_{m0} + \Delta \omega}{\omega_e}) \]  

(4)

The angular speed after the frequency disturbance is:

\[ \Delta \omega = -\frac{T_{m0} + 2 T_k s_k \omega_{m0} \omega_e}{K_\alpha + 2 T_k s_k \omega_e} \]  

(5)

The generator torque \( T_{m1} \) can be yield then by Kloss torque equation.

For \( t_0 = 0 \), the torque can be expressed by

\[ T_e = T_{m0} - 2H \dot{\omega} + K_\alpha \dot{\omega} t \]  

(7)

2.4 Calculation of the generator current

The generator current can be expressed by

\[ I_s = \sqrt{\left( \frac{T_{m0} - 2H \dot{\omega} + K_\alpha \dot{\omega} t}{\frac{R}{\omega_n} \left( \frac{R}{\omega_n} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\omega_e}{\omega_b} \right)^2 \left( X_m - X_r \right)^2 \frac{\omega}{\omega_e} X_m^2 \frac{R}{\omega_n^2}} \right)}  

(8)

3 Validation of the linear approximation approach through Computer Simulations

To show that the proposed analytic method can be used for the analysis of real installations, simulation tool for power systems DigSILENT PowerFactory was used to validate the analytic results. DigSILENT PowerFactory is a well known simulation program for wind generators and power systems [25].

A fixed speed WTGS was modeled. The shaft is modeled as a two mass system and a 3th order induction generator model [26] was used to represent the speed variation with sufficient accuracy. An external grid equivalent model [27] was used. Frequency is modified by the increase of the synchronous machine speed of the equivalent grid model.

Fig. 3(a), Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c) compares the generator torque, current and angular speed of the analytic method with the digital simulation results. It can be seen, that for the frequency slope and the steady state value after the frequency change, the shape and the values of torque, current and speed curve match almost well. Both simulations of torque and current show transients at the begin and end of the frequency slope that are related to the shaft stiffness and damping constants. These
transients can not be predicted with the proposed analytic model.

4 Discussion of the results and conclusion

This work tackles an analytical approach to predict the angular speed, torque and current of fixed speed WTGS before, during and after frequency deviations. It can be seen, that for frequency decreases, the limiting factor is the value of the slope \( \frac{d\omega}{dt} \) and the inertia of the WTGS. For frequency increases, the current is limited by the steady state current after the frequency disturbance. The angular speed of the WTGS generally is limited by an over-speed protection device, which will be activated if the limit will be exceeded.

As the presented method is analytic, the transients at the beginning and at the end of the frequency disturbance can not be predicted. Those transients occur due to the stiffness and damping of the shaft. Such oscillations are found by digital simulation.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the results (i) of the analytic calculation method torque presented in (7); and (ii) results obtained by digital simulation using DigSILENT PowerFactory simulation tool.


